
 

  

Guide to Responding 

Study Guide for “Hernando Pizarro on the Conquest of the Incas” and Pedro de 
Cieza de Léon’s “Chronicles of the Incas, 1540” 

 

Main Point Summary/Background:  
The first reading, “Letter from Hernando Pizarro to the Royal Audience of Santo 
Domingo,” is more than a report of discovery and exploration of Peru; it is a reflection of 
the nature of the Spanish conquest of the Americas.  It offers readers an insight on the 
events that led to one of the most important genocides in the history of Latin and South 
America.   
 
The second reading, Pedro de Cieza de Léon’s “Chronicles of the Incas, 1540,” 
contains exquisite observations on the life and conduct of the Incas.  It also tells us 
about their understanding of politics, society, economy, and authority.  
 
Related Readings:  
These readings are related to the other readings in Unit 2 (“Conquest of the Americas”), 
especially those in subunit 2.2, such as University of Calgary’s “The Conquest of the 
Inca Empire: Francisco Pizarro” and David Sowell’s “Encounter at Cajamarca.” They 
also relate to the readings in subunit 2.4 (“The Columbian Exchange”) such as Prof. 
Alfred Crosby’s “The Columbian Exchange.” 
 
Instructions:  
Below are excerpts from the readings and sample responses that help to answer the 
study questions.  Review these answers after you have completed the study questions.  
Highlighting or taking notes while you read paired with later outlining and paraphrasing 
is an excellent method to ensure comprehension and retention of difficult material. 
 

1. Because the Spaniards used Atahualpa’s overconfidence on his significant 
superiority in numbers (circa 6,000 Incas to just over 200 Spaniards). It is very 
probable that Atahualpa did not expect the outnumbered Spaniards to dare 
ambushing him.  In fact, the Incas made a fatal mistake. They abandoned the city 
of Cajamarca, which contained large stone buildings and several forts, and they 
camped in tents near the city in an open space. Obviously, the conquistadors 
made this city their bastion.  
 
Some historians, such as Spencer Tucker, point out how the Incas may hesitate 
to fight the conquistadors since they may have believed that the Spaniards were 
gods or divinely sent, since they came riding horses – animals which were 
completely unknown to them.  

 
2. Because, as you have seen in this course, the conquistadors often rationalized 

their expansion of empire with the claim that they were saving a barbaric, or 
pagan world, by spreading Christian civilization. Thus, by making this distinction 



 

  

between them - Christians – and the Indians, they could justify why the natives 
needed to be subjected to their “superior political and religious authority.” 

 
3. Even though it is not clear what Atahualpa’s personal feelings toward individual 

Spaniards were, it is obvious that the king felt uneasy about their presence in his 
lands. It is likely that Atahualpa had knowledge of the Spanish conquests of other 
territories, such as the Aztec Empire, and their violent actions.  

 
4. Remember that in the “context” section of the study guide, it was explained how 

this letter was written Hernando in 1533 on his voyage back to Spain, having 
been sent by his brother to seek favor for Francisco over his difficult partner, 
Diego de Almagro. Former friends Francisco Pizarro and Diego de Almagro had 
a fallout over the spoils of the conquest of Peru.  
 
Francisco Pizarro and Diego Almagro had agreed to divide equally the benefits of 
the conquest of Peru. However, in 1526, King Charles I of Spain published the 
Capitulacion de Toledo" law, which stated the size of the different shares of the 
wealth each conquistador was supposed to receive. Thus, when Pizarro kept a 
larger amount than Almagro, the latter felt cheated. Thus, Francisco Pizarro sent 
his brother Hernando to Spain to reassure the crown of having followed the 
King’s orders regarding the division of the spoils.  

 
5. Because, as explained in Cieza’s chronicle, a redistributive economy is a system 

in which wealth is controlled by a central organization, which re-distributes it 
when and where needed.  

 
6. “Quipus” were knotted strings used by the Incas to keep accounting records. You 

can also find a reference to them in Hernando Pizarro’s letter (“They have stores 
of fuel and maize and of all other necessaries. They count by certain knots on 
cords, and so record what each chief has brought. When they had to bring us 
loads of fuel, maize, chica, or meat, they took off knots or made them on some 
other part; so that those who have charge of the stores keep an exact account.”) 
 

7. In his narrative, Cieza explains: “The Incas took care to see that justice was 
meted out, so much so that nobody ventured to commit a felony or theft. This 
was to deal with thieves, rapists, or conspirators against the Inca.” As Cieza 
points out the Inca justice system was severe. In fact, historical records tell us 
that most crimes were punishable by death, which led to a very low criminal rate.  

 
8. Even though the Chronicles of the Incas seemed to have been written by an 

educated man, Cieza was a simple soldier who had joined the Spanish army at 
age thirteen. In fact, there are no records regarding his formal education, but his 
family background and early age of enlistment lead us be to believe that he must 
have been mostly self-educated.   


